
Book Review:  The Rise of Superman - Decoding the Science of Ultimate Human 
Performance 

by Steven Kotler 



Steven Kotler, author, journalist, and the director for research for the Flow Genome Project has 
written some 195 zesty and peppy pages (excluding annotations and references) describing the 
quest for the Flow state in its guise as peak athletic performance. The book is an examination of 
the what, how, why and when of flow states that allows boundaries and limits to be surpassed in 
what Kotler enthuses as “massively accelerated performance.”


Flow is described as the “optimal state of consciousness, a peak state where we both feel our 
best and perform at our best.”  Kotler writes of the pushing of human performance “farther and 
further than at any other point in the 150,000 year history of our species.”  A benefit, I dare say, of 
contemporary times; an age of technology, leisure and enhanced nutrition, as anyone who has 
ever stopped at a pie shop in the midst of a lengthy bicycle ride would be aware.


Kotler lists the achievements and personalities of the extreme sports world - the action and 
adventure of base-jumping, mountain skiing, extreme kayaking, and some scant mention of 
mountain biking though these species of cyclists often speak of “flow”. Neither does long-
distance/endurance cycling nor even commuting particularly figure. The reader-who-cycles is left 
with the intellectual task of extrapolation to their own experience and aspirations.


Yes, the book is abundant in examples of the danger-flow relationship and this is much of the 
hook of the writing. Parallel, however, is a cautionary tale easily abandoned in the heady effects of 
neurochemically charged experience - flow states positively drip with dopamine, serotonin, 
anandamide …


In one word - addictive. Autotelic, the other word and more suited to Audaxians, comes up in a 
little while.




Professor Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, a psychologist, was responsible for the original research of 
flow states and peak performance. He identified nine hallmarks of being “in the zone” and ones 
that perhaps could be transcribed to the reverse of a brevet card:


Challenge - skills balance

Action - awareness merging

Clear goals

Unambiguous feedback

Concentration on the task at hand

Sense of control

Loss of self consciousness 

Transformation of time (time dilation)

Autotelic experience (engaging in an activity for intrinsic reasons)


A quick trawl of reviews does appear to criticise Kotler’s anecdotal presentation rather than a  
structured thesis of sufficient scientific rigour. Perhaps these detractors failed to comb through 
the abundant references. However, neither does it read like a breezy 21 Steps to Success manual. 
Rather, an esoteric and general cookbook from which you choose and brew your own brand of 
activities, compulsions and ensuing epiphanies. And hopefully improved performance.


An exciting read of athletic curiosities and of evolutionary possibilities. It is also a sobering 
catalogue of carnage of those who died in the quest for the impossible.
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